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Here we introduce a variant of extended two-dimensional
context-free picture grammar (E2DCFPG), called
(l=u)E2DCFPG which allows rewriting only the leftmost
column, or the uppermost row of variables in a picture ar-
ray. Several theoretical properties of (l=u)E2DCFPG are
obtained and an application in generating digitized picture
arrays is discussed.
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1 Introduction
Motivated by problems in image processing and pattern recognition,
several grammar models [2] that generate two-dimensional (2D)
picture languages have been proposed, generalizing concepts and
techniques of formal string language theory. In [6], a simple yet ex-
pressive two-dimensional grammar model, called pure 2D context-
free grammar (P2DCFG), was introduced and several theoreti-
cal properties were established. In [7], an extension of P2DCFG,
called extended 2D context-free Picture Grammar (E2DCFPG),
was considered by allowing variable symbols in addition to terminal
symbols and rewriting a column or a row of variables using tables
of context-free rules. E2DCFPG was shown [7] to have more gen-
erative power than the P2DCFG. On the other hand, a variant
of pure 2D context-free grammars, called (l=u)P2DCFG; was in-
troduced in [3]. Unlike the P2DCFG; in rewriting a picture array
using tables of context-free rules, the leftmost column or uppermost
row of symbols in the array are rewritten in (l=u)P2DCFG. Here
we introduce a new picture array generating 2D grammar model,
which we call as (l=u)E2DCFPG, by considering the (l=u) mode
of rewriting in the extended pure 2D context free grammar. In
other words we allow rewriting all the variables (also called non
terminals) in a leftmost column or an uppermost row of variables
by making use of tables of context-free rules. The picture array lan-
guage generated by (l=u)E2DCFPG consists of arrays over a set
of terminal symbols derived from axiom arrays by the application
of the column / row tables of rules with an (l=u) kind of rewriting.
We derive several theoretical properties by comparing the proposed
model with others and also discuss the applicability of this new 2D
grammar model in generating digitized picture arrays.
2 Preliminaries
We recall needed notions relating to formal string languages and
two-dimensional picture languages [4, 2]. A nite alphabet  is a
nite set of symbols. A word or a string w over  is a nite sequence
of symbols taken from . The set of all words over , including
the empty word  with no symbols, is denoted by . The length
of a word w is denoted by jwj: Given any word w = a1a2 : : : an, we
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denote by tw; the word w = a1a2 : : : an (n  1) written vertically.
A picture array (or simply, an array) p over an alphabet  is a
rectangular m n array of elements of  of the form
p =




am1    amn
The set of all picture arrays over  is denoted by . A picture
language or a two dimensional language over  is a subset of :
The E2DCFPG [7] is an extension of the P2DCFG introduced in
[6]. The family of picture array languages generated by extended
2D context-free picture grammars is denoted by E2DCFPL:When
all the symbols are terminal symbols in a E2DCFPG the resulting
grammar is simply a P2DCFG [6]. In fact the rules in a column
or row table have their left and right sides consisting of only ter-
minal symbols. The family of picture array languages generated by
P2DCFGs is denoted by P2DCFL: An (l=u)P2DCFG which was
introduced in [3], has all its components as in a P2DCFG but in-
volves an (l=u) mode of derivation rewriting all the symbols only in
the leftmost column or the uppermost row of a picture array. The
family of picture array languages generated by (l=u)P2DCFGs is
denoted by (l=u)P2DCFL:
3 E2DCFPG with (l=u) mode of deriva-
tion
We now introduce the (l=u) mode of derivation in a E2DCFPG:
Denition 1. Let G = (V;; P1; P2;M) be an extended 2D
context-free picture grammar (E2DCFPG) [7]. An (l=u) mode
of derivation of a picture array M2 from M1 in G; is a derivation
in G such that only the leftmost column or the uppermost row
of M1 entirely made of variables, is rewritten using respectively,
the column rule tables or the row rule tables, to yield M2: The
generated picture language consists of picture arrays over termi-
nal symbols, each of which is derived from an axiom array of G
using (l=u) mode of derivation. The family of picture languages
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generated by E2DCFPGs under (l=u) mode of derivations is de-
noted by (l=u)E2DCFPL. We write (l=u)E2DCFPG to denote
E2DCFPG under (l=u) mode of derivation.
We give an example of (l=u)E2DCFPG:
Example 2. We consider an (l=u)E2DCFPG Gtl: We men-
tion only the axiom array and tables of rules of Gtl: The axiom
array is M0 =
A C
B D
: The column tables of context-free rules
are c1 = fA ! XAX;B ! bBbg; c2 = fA ! Y;B ! ag; c3 =
fC ! ZE;E ! UE;D ! aF; F ! aFg; c4 = fE ! U; F ! ag
r1 = fX ! Xb ; Y ! Y ; Z !
Z
a
; U ! U
b
g; r2 = fX !
a; Y ! a; Z ! a; U ! bg: Starting from the axiom array A C
B D
;
we can apply, for example, the rules of the column table c1 two
times, followed by c2 to yield the array
X X Y X X C
b b a b b D
: If
now we apply c3 two times followed by c4 and then apply, r1 two
times followed by r2; then we obtain the picture array M as shown
in Fig. 1.
a a a a a a b b
b b a b b a b b
b b a b b a b b
b b a b b a a a
Figure 1: Picture Array M
4 Comparison Results
We now derive certain theoretical properties that compare the pic-
ture generative power of the (l=u)E2DCFPG with other picture
generative models. We rst show that the new picture array gener-
ating model of (l=u)E2DCFPL considered here properly includes
the 2D model (l=u)P2DCFL [3].
Theorem 3. (l=u)P2DCFL  (l=u)E2DCFPL:
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Proof. Let L be a picture language generated by a (l=u)P2DCFG
G which will have only one kind of symbol, namely, terminal sym-
bol. We now describe how to construct a (l=u)E2DCFPG from
the given G to generate L: For every symbol a 2 G; we create a
nonterminal symbol Aa: For every rule of the form a! b; a; b are
terminal symbols and  is a string of terminal symbols in a column
table c of G; we delete the rule a ! b and add two rules to c
given by Aa ! Ab and Aa ! Ab where  is obtained from  by
replacing every terminal symbol in  by its associated nonterminal
symbol. The idea is that if a is the corner symbol in the leftmost
column and the uppermost row of a picture array p which is rewrit-
ten by the rules of the column table c, then the rule Aa ! Ab
(mentioned above) should be applied while the rule Aa ! Ab
should be applied, if a is a symbol in the leftmost column but not
the corner symbol. Since the rewriting is in (l=u) mode, if the men-
tioned way of applying the rules of the new column table is not
adopted, then nonterminals will get stuck in the array and cannot
be changed into terminals. Likewise similar modications can be
done to the rules of a row table. We also add a new column table
as well as a new row table each consisting of all rules of the forms
Aa ! Aa; Aa ! a for every new symbol Aa: It can be seen that
the E2DCFPG thus formed generates the picture language L:
To prove the proper inclusion, we consider the picture language
L1 [ L2 where L1 and L2 are dened [3] as follows: The pic-
ture language L1  fa; b; dg is such that each p 2 L1 of size
(m;n);m  2; n  2 has the following properties: p(1; 1) = b;
p(1; j) = a; for 2  j  n; p(i; 1) = a; for 2  i  m; p(i; j) = d;
otherwise; The picture language L2  fa; b; eg is such that each
p 2 L2 of size (r; s); r  2; s  2 has the following properties:
p(1; 1) = b; p(1; j) = a; for 2  j  s; p(i; 1) = a; for 2  i  r;
p(i; j) = e; otherwise. It has been proved in [3] that L1[L2 cannot
be generated by any (l=u)P2DCFG: But L1 [ L2 is generated by
the following (l=u)E2DCFPG: We mention the axiom arrays and






: The column tables c1; c2; c3; c4 and the row tables
r1; r2; r3; r4 are as given below: c1 = fB ! BA;A ! Adg; c2 =
fC ! CD;D ! Deg;c3 = fB ! B;A ! ag; c4 = fC ! C;D !
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ag r1 = fB ! BA ;A !
A
d




r3 = fB ! b; A ! ag; r4 = fC ! b;D ! ag: It can be seen that
the tables c1; c3; r1; r3 can be applied suitable number of times to
generate the picture arrays of L1 while c2; c4; r2; r4 can be applied
suitable number of times to generate the picture arrays of L2; thus
generating L1 [ L2:
Theorem 4. (l=u)E2DCFPL n P2DCFL 6= ;:
Proof. We consider the picture language L1 [ L2 where L1 and
L2 are dened [6] as follows:L1 = fX1  t(cn)  Y1 j n  1; X1 2
fag++; Y1 2 fbg++; jX1jc = jY1jcg where jXjc stands for the num-
ber of columns of X: L2 = fX2 t(cn)Y2 j n  1; X2 2 fxg++; Y2 2
fyg++; jX2jc = jY2jcg: It is known [6] that L1 [ L2 cannot be gen-
erated by any P2DCFG: But L1 [ L2 can be generated by the
following E2DCFPG G0: We mention the axiom arrays and tables
of rules only. The Axiom arrays are ACB and XDY: The column
tables are c1 = fC ! ACBg; c2 = fD ! XDY g;c3 = fC !







g; r2 = fX ! Xa ;D !
D
F
; Y ! Y
a
r3 = fA! a; C ! c; B ! bg; r3 = fX ! a;D ! c; Y ! bg It can
be seen that G0 generates L1 [ L2:
A 2D grammar model [5], which we call here as two-dimensional
tabled context-free grammar 2TCFG (originally called tabled context-
free matrix grammar in [5]) has been extensively investigated. There
are two phases of derivation in a 2TCFG: In the rst phase hor-
izontal strings of symbols are generated using context-free string
grammar rules starting from a start symbol. In the second phase,
the symbols in these words are in parallel rewritten in the verti-
cal direction using right-linear rules which are either of the form
A! aB or A! B or A! a or A! : But at a step all the rules
applied are one of these forms. The family of picture languages
generated by 2TCFGs is denoted by 2TCFL: We now show that
the family (l=u)E2DCFPL contains picture languages that cannot
be generated by any 2TCFG:
Theorem 5. (l=u)E2DCFPL n 2TCFL 6= ;:
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Proof. We consider the picture language L0 consisting of picture
arrays of sizes (2m + 1)  (2n + 2); m; n  0; over an alphaber
fa; b; c; d; eg with a middle row of c0s and an equal number of rows
above and below the middle row. The row above is of the form
a(n+1)d(n+1) while the row below is of the form b(n+1)e(n+1): This
picture language L0 cannot be generated by any 2TCFG since the
right-linear rules in the second phase of 2TRLG cannot maintain
the feature of equal number of rows above and below the middle
row of c0s; although the CF rules of the rst phase can handle the
property present in the columns. But we construct a E2DCFPG
generating L0: Again we mention only the axiom array and the
tables of rules. The axiom array is t(AXB) The row table is r =
fX ! t(AXB)g while the column tables are c1 = fA! aAd;X !
cXc;B ! bBeg and c2 = fA ! ad;X ! cc; B ! beg: It can be
seen that this E2DCFPG generates the picture language L0:
5 Application
In the problem of character recognition, array grammars have been
eectively used [1]. The E2DCFPG and (l=u)E2DCFPG pro-
vide grammar models for describing characters. For instance the
(l=u)E2DCFPG Gtl in the Example given in Section 3 generates
picture arrays as in Fig. 1. If we interpret the symbol b as repre-
senting the blank symbol, then the array in Fig. 1 represents two
alphabetic letters T and L juxtaposed, as shown in Fig. 2. This
feature could prove useful in character recognition problems as the
(l=u)E2DCFPG provides a simple context-free kind of grammar
model for description of such characters.
a a a a a a
a a
a a
a a a a
Figure 2: Characters T and L juxtaposed
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6 Conclusion
Here we have considered the E2DCFPG in the (l=u) mode of
derivation. It remains to explore whether the two grammar models
E2DCFPG and (l=u)E2DCFPG are equivalent or not in genera-
tive power. It will be of interest to compare the generative power
of (l=u)E2DCFPG with other picture array generative models.
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